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Geologist’s calico sample bags
filled with drill chips.

Abiotica features a new installation by Rob Kettels which aims to
explore the contemporary human relationship to the abiotic1 world
and the complicated history to understanding land. Materials used in
the art works were gathered over three journeys into remote parts of
the East Pilbara and Gascoyne regions and have travelled up to two
thousand kilometres to the gallery to be carefully arranged. They
started as land: part of a sand dune, a dead tree (in the Western sense)
on a desert plain, rock from beneath the surface. Furthermore, there
is discarded materials from the mining industry, including drill chips
and minerals collected from a reverse circulation (RC) geology drill rig.
The minerals are poured from calico geology sample bags onto the
gallery floor, where the chips are ordered aesthetically, rather than
scientifically. Drill core samples estimated at around 1.2 billion years
old are suspended in front of a large curved form, the hand polished
stone emphasises time beyond comprehension. Each item is from a
specific site, each site has its own significance to the artist. Working
like a botched geologist, Kettels sorts the materials in a way that does
not fit with their original intended meanings, giving them a new kind of
agency2. Yet the materials used, are enablers to relationally connect to a
range of temporalities, subjectivities and histories. They form a dialogue
to rethink the entanglements of land that intersect contradictory ways
of seeing and knowing, one which is the result of imposing Western
environmental and economic concepts, onto a land where Aboriginal
sovereignty and Law remain omnipresent. To visually narrate the artist’s
relationship to land, he jumped 660 times, over the course of five hours
to create a durational stop-motion film, the effect of which produced
the appearance of levitation above a semi-arid desert plain.

1

Abiotic: not biological or derived from living organisms

2

Agency: force (either anthropomorphised or scientifically verifiable)

Abiotica 2019.
Geology drill chips, sand from
Martu Country sand dune (Great
Sandy Desert), stones from the
Wajarri Yamatji native title area
(Gascoyne). 12m x 2.53m

Across the Abiotica installation, each assemblage or art work explores
a particular slippage or failed assumption in the neo-colonial worldview
and is scrutinised through questioning the Western relationship to the
abiotic world. Embedded in the framework of Western environmental
perception, nonlife3 such as minerals, rocks and sand have traditionally
– and mistakenly – been regarded as inert4 and the background
to humanity. However, awareness of the agency in nonlife requires
reconsidering it, not as static domain, but as a network of forces set
across deep time, interconnecting both biology – including humans
– and mineral in a continual metabolic network of self-organising
matter5. Recently, geoscientists have looked at humanity’s influence
on the widespread redistribution of rocks, ores and minerals across the
globe, as well as the documentation of over two hundred new mineral
species due to the impact of human processes such as mining and
manufacturing. These effects will remain as distinctive geological time
stamps far into the future.
Forms within the installation draw from museum dioramas and displays
of scientific taxonomy. They are used as a motif to visually represent
the ways in which Western systems of classification, emerge from
inside programs of power, ordering nature to fit the human. Kettels
is particularly interested in the function of illusionary natural history
narratives and their impact as visual communication in which defines
and sways environmental perception.

3

Nonlife: inanimate matter

Right:

4

Inert: Inactive, passive

Strata Diorama 2018.
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Another way to consider the agency
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of nonlife is through Aboriginal Law
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which grants everything as having
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sentience (i.e. a kind of consciousness)
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For Kettels, the nonlife materials on display are very much active, not
only have they been relocated from their original geographies but are
now interacting with biological and abiotic processes in the gallery.
Furthermore, the materials exhibited are reframed into cultural artefacts,
disavowing the restricted classifications they hold within Western
geoscience and imperialistic power relations. Abiotica is an attempt to
present nonlife materials, not as static objects, nor the background to
humanity, but to reconsider them as having a subjectivity of their own,
one that requires taking into account the transformation and transfer of
matter across deep time and the melded associations to the biological.
Yet the materials employed, are loaded with an array of meaning, ones
in which the implications cannot be erased from the material itself. For
the artist, the installation is a means to deconstruct the multitude of
ideologies held within land. The art works are organised in a way that
may either subvert or treat sensitively, the subjectivity and agency
inherent in abiotic matter.

Desert Sentience (video stills) 2019. Durational stop-motion film, Wajarri
Yamatji native title area in the Gascoyne. Photographer: Larissa Lösch
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